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Supreme Court decision
favors former student
By Michael D. Towle
staff reporter

BG News Photo/John Walker
Sunbathing on rocks, as these three youths did Sunday, was part of the Fourth of
July celebration this weedend at Portage quarry July 3rd Blow Out. Bands, food, beer
and fireworks drew hundreds to the quarry.

For 50 years Congress has used its
legislative power to veto presidential
or executive branch action. But on
June 23, the Supreme Court took the
case of a former University student
and declared the "legislative veto"
unconstitutional.
In 1972, while working on his master's degree in political science at the
University, Jagdish Rai Chadha was
told he must go home because his
student visa had expired.
But Chadha claimed that Kenya, his
homeland, was the scene of "much
violence and hatred between Indians
and blacks," and to return would have
been an "extreme hardship."
The Immigration and Naturalization Service decided that under those
circumstances he could stay in the
United States as a resident alien.
However, when the House of Representatives vetoed the INS ruling in
1975, Chadha began an eight-year
legal battle ending with the Supreme
Court's decision two weeks ago.
But victory has been bittersweet for
Chadha, who is not yet sure his 11year struggle was worthwhile.

"It has been tough, very tough.
Eleven years is a long time. The legal
system in this country works very
slowly," Chadha said. "In one way I
am very glad that the whole thing has
ended, but when I think of the many
sacrifices that I made, I begin to
wonder if it was the right thing for me
to do. Perhaps one day I will think so,
but right now I am glad it is over."
The 7-2 decision by the Supreme
Court has invalidated legislative veto
Cisions in nearly 200 federal laws,
includes stopping congressional
power gained in the last decade to
prevent the president from committing American troop involvement
abroad for more than 60 days.
The Court ruled the House did not
have power to exercise a legislative
veto provision in the Immigration and
Nationality Act - the House had
blocked the attorney general's waiver
of deportation for Chadha.
"I did not go into the case with a
sense of ego, or a great deal of pride in
myself for what I was doing. I knew I
would have to be willing to fight hard
if I wanted to win. I did tight and I did
win. It gives me a great deal of
accomplishment," he said.
"It was hardest for me, I think,

when my mother died. I could not go
home to be with my family, and I had
not seen them in so long. This was
very hard for me." he said.
Chadha's family is living in England, where he has citizenship.
Three years ago he married an American and in doing so became eligible
for resident status in the United
States.
Chadha is assistant sales manager
at a San Francisco stereo store. However, he did not always have a steady
income.
"I had many problems finding a
job. For a long time, I was a painter. I
did not have permanent residence
status, so many businesses were
afraid to hire me, thinking I would
have to leave," he said.
The Common Cause and the Public
Citizens Litigation Center in Washington provided attorneys for Chadha,
who gained the necessary legal victory in the Ninth VS. Circuit Court of
Appeals. He was then urged by his
attorneys and the attorney general's
office to pursue the case to the Supreme Court when they realized his
case could set a legal precedent,
Chadha said.

Spurred by FED policies economy to continue upswing, professor says
by Kevin Prendergast
reporter

1 by the consistent monetary
policies of the Federal Reserve Board
(Fed) and fueled by the 25 percent tax
cut, the nation's economy continues
its climb towards recovery. Subsequently, many economists believe in a
light at the end of the recessionary
tunnel.
One economist is Dr. Leo Navin,
University economics professor.
"There are definitely positive signs
that we are in a recovery and that we
will recover soon," Navin said. "I see
unemployment falling off to between 7

and 8 percent ny the year's end, and
the tax cut will pump another $40
billion into the\economy in added
nt report from
According to a_
[lent, the itathe Cdrnmerce
lic indicators
tion's leading
in May. That
rose by 1.2 per
increase follows a 1.6 percent increase in April and a 2 percent increase in March. The indicators
measure progress in different sectors
of the economy and have been increasing for the last 11 months.
Navin said the tax cut will contribute to the expansion of the economy in
the second half of the year, but Fed
policies and the leadership of Fed

Chair Paul Volker have contributed
most to the recovery.
•
"The consistency in monetary policy has created confidence in the
economy, and it creates a sense of
security that the policies won't
change that much. The Fed's policies
have contributed to the atmosphere of
recovery," Navin said.
"The tight monetary policies predated the present administration and
have contributed to the recession and
recovery as well," Navin said. He
described the recession as a "compound recession."
"We had one recession right on the
heels of another one. The recession

started in 1979 and went until the first
1981. At that point, we slipped
part of 1961.
into a credit recession and the Fed
was partly to blame," Navin said.
Navin received his doctorate in
economics from Michigan State University, and served as chairman of
the economics department here from
1973-77. He spent time working for the
Bureau of Budgeting for the State of
Michigan and he also serves as a
consultant for the Ohio Auditors Office.
Navin is concerned over figures
showing the estimated budget deficit
for 1983 to be about $200 billion. He
said effects of the deficit may have

serious effects on inflation, credit
markets and ultimately on interest
rates. But for next year, Navin predicts interest rates and inflation will
stay fairly stable due to consumer
caution about credit and tight monetary policies.
But Navin questioned the idea of a
balanced budget amendment, and
said politicians are having too much
trouble defining a balanced budget.
"It is ironic that the Reagan administration is calling for an amendment
requiring that the budget be balanced, while under this administration the deficit is higher than at any
time since World War n."

Hockey star comes 'home* in off-season
by Michelle Maulorlco
reporter

Wearing shorts and a tee shirt,
be sat in a cluttered, "typical bachelor" apartment, back in the place
where bis success began.
George McPhee, 24, a 1982 University graduate, member of the
University hockey team from 197982, and National Hockey League
member, plays left wing for the
New York Rangers. With the
hockey season over. Bowling
Green is McPhee's summer home
this year.
'1 mink it's a great place to train
and that's my main concern this
summer - to dedicate my summer
to training. All the facilities are
here that I need, the training staff
and everything's so accessible. I
also like it because it's low key
here in the summer, New York's
too intense year-round."
McPhee's training consists of
sprinting and running on the University track, running the stadium
stairs, skating and lifting weights
at the ice arena, using the Rec
Center and boxing with a punching
bag.
As a member of the Falcon
hockey team, McPhee was captain
his junior and senior years. He has
a college career total of 114 goals
and 153 assists, and in his senior
year, received the Hooey Baker
award, hockey's equivalent of the
Heismin Trophy in football.
After graduation, McPhee
ayed six months in the minor
! before moving up to the the
"I thought the players in the
minor league would be comparable
to college, but they're a lot better
than college. And from there to the
NHL is like night and day. The
(NHL) players aren't any bigger,
but stronger and quicker and
smarter, and just damned good
players," McPhee said.
McPhee played for the Rangers
during the playoffs and after scoring a few goals was kept in the line
"It looks like I have a job for next
year, but there are no guarantees.
That's why I'm working so hard
this summer - so I can stay there,"
he said.

The Rangers' acceptance of him
as a new player wasn't difficult,
according to McPhee, because he
stepped in for injured players and
did not steal the position from
someone else.
"They'll accept you, once you
prove yourself. They'll talk to you
and so on, but it's not until after
you play a few games, and show
them what you can do and what
kind of player you are, that they'll
accept you," he said.
During the semi-finals, McPhee
had the opportunity to play against
his former college teammate Ken
Morrow. Morrow plays for the New
York Islanders and, although the
two men played a six game series,
their friendship was not immediately rekindled.
"It was good to see him again,
but once you get out there, it's a job
and we didn't talk to each other at
all until the series was over," McPhee said.
Born in Guelph, Ontario, McPhee
is like many Canadian players who
came to the United States to play
hockey after high school graduation. He came to the United States
for more than one reason.
"I think there are more opportunities here, first of all. They don't
offer scholarships in Canada to
play hockey and I came here basically on a free education. There's
a lot of hockey played in Canada
that I think is more or less taken
for granted, and to play college
hockey, there are not that many
people that come to watch and
there isn't much interest Whereas
here, there's a lot of interest in it,
it's enjoyable to play and there's a
better level of hockey in college
here," McPhee said.
While many people see hockey as
a violent sport, McPhee defended
the sport.
"There's no violence in college.
It's physical, but the players are
well protected. Oh, you'll see
scuffles, but that's not violent,"
McPhee said.
During his college years, McPhee said he only received one
major fighting penalty. However,
while playing in the minors he had
K major fighting penalities.
"In the minor league it's real
violent. Most players are on the
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A&P to close

same level. Any superstars
wouldn't be in the minors. They'd
be in the NHL, so you have a lot of
guys (in the minors) on the same
talent level and they're all trying to
get to the top, and they're going to
crawl over other guys to get to the
pros. We call a guy a survivor if he
can make it to the NHL - you don't
have to be a physical player, just
have to be able to take it," McPhee
said.
McPhee was able to see one
Bowling Green hockey game this
year and still keeps in touch with
coach Jerry York. He said he keeps
in contact wtth a few former college teammates, although he said
things have changed.
"It's a little different now. I'm
friends with my teammates I play
hockey with now, but of course you
never forget the guys you played
with in college."
He said he will remember his
senior year as his most successful
one, because the team had been
losing for two years, and lost the
first eight games of his senior year
before the team turned things
around and "brought Bowling
Green hockey back to where it
Delonged," McPhee said.
McPhee has a three-year contract with the Rangers and only
plans to play professional hockey
for four years.
"I want to be able to walk when
I'm 30," McPhee said, "and I hope
when I retire I'm still in good
enough shape, and that I have
enough capital and investments
that I could do something I want to
do."
McPhee works out two weeks at
a time in Bowling Green, then
spends a week in New York skating
and says he will follow this schedule until he reports back to camp in

The A&P grocery store at 1141S.
Main St. will officially close in
several weeks, according to Bill
Vitulli, vice president of corporate
relations at the A&P headquarters
in New Jersey.
Vitulli said the company has
been monitoring stores in the
northwest Ohio area. Profits are
CTits down at the Perrysburg,
gon, Bluffton, Bowling Green
and three Toledo locations.
Efforts to increase profits, such
as stronger advertising, reduced
prices and improved services were
unsuccessful, according to Vitulli.
Too few customers or too many
stores in the area account for the
decreased profits among other
causes, Vitulli said.
In the Detroit area, A&P stores
have been remodeled and prices
lowered, with favorable results to
balance the lack of profit in Northwest Ohio, Vitulli said.
Vitulli said about 200 full- and
ert-time employees will be afrted by the closings. However,
the Detroit area stores will hire
some 700 new employees.
The area stores are selling selected dry groceries, excluding
beer, wine, coffee and tobacco
products, at a reduction of 10 percent until all items are sold.
The Tengelmann Group, a German food firm, paid $75 million for
42 percent of A&P stock in 1980 and
now own more than half.
Based in Montvale, New Jersey,
A&P was once the largest American grocery chain, but has seen
sales fall in the past few years. In
1981 the company lost $43 millon on
sales.
The A&P grocery business began
in 18S9 when George and John
Hartford started offering tea, coffee and spices to supplement their
main business of leather hides.

said he is content with the
outcome of his hockey career, and
if he had a chance to do it over
again, he wouldn't change a thing.
"Hockey's done a lot of things for
me. It's got me to college, a good
education and I've met a lot of
people. I had a great four years
here. The people were great, the
school's great - everything's been
fantastic," McPhee said.

Among some of the harder hhit durhousing and
ing the recession, the housin
durable goods industries, are si
showing
strong recovery. Navin predicts a
good future for the auto industry as
weU.
Navin also sees a dramatic drop in
unemployment figures, estimated at
10.1 percent for the month of May.
"unemployment will remain nigh
among youths and single males but
will fall for middle-aged, married
men," be said.
"People are more cautious after the
recessionary experience and will
show their caution in the credit markets. We should see a full recovery in
the near future," Navin said.

'Nude' show
BG News Photomm Appal
Devoid of pads, stick and skates George McPhee,
former University hockey player, pedals an exercise
bicycle in the training room at the stadium. McPhee. who
plays hockey for the New York Rangers, is in Bowling
Green training for the Rangers' fall season.

Large canvases of nude men and
women people the walls of McFall
Center Gallery this month.
"Nudes" is an exhibition of 18 oil
paintings and drawings by Mary
Murray, Sylvania, a graduate of
the University.
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Who makes watches for telling the time
I've never really cared what time it
was. It would usually just remind me
of all the late projects due weeks ago.
And if I ever really cared about the

COMMENTARY

Supreme Court ruling
proves system works
So there is still some proof that in 1983, the legal
system in the United States does work. The wheels of
justice may turn slowly, but they seem to be doing thenassigned job.
In a recent decision, the United States Supreme Court
declared the "legislative veto" unconstitutional. By doing
this, the court has let administrators of agencies have a
bigger say in what is to be done about people who enter into
each agency's constituency. In a narrower, more personal
sense, this decision meant a lot to a former student at the
University named Jagdish Rai Chadha.
Earlier in the action, the Immigration and Naturalization
Service, a federal agency, decided Chadha could stay in the
United States because of hostility in his homeland of Kenya.
This permission was granted even though his student visa
had expired. Three years later, the United States House of
Representatives vetoed the agency ruling.
Now, in 1983, after 11 years of appealing that decision
through the legal channels of due process, the Supreme Court
sided with Chadha and found the legislative action not in tune
with the principles that this country is founded upon.
A system of checks and balances is the kind of system that
the drafters of the Constitution wanted most for the new
country, and its effectiveness as a policy has once again been
proven.
We at the News are glad to express our support for this
decision. We are glad that the legislative veto has now lost
some of its former power. Now, administrators will be free to
deal with cases on an individual basis. The Supreme Court
has seen to it that some objectivity is allowed in making
rulings which may indirectly deal with individual freedom
and justice.
Chadha has won a monumental battle both as an individual
and in calling to the attention of the judicial branch of the
government a situation which demanded checking to maintain a balance of federal power.

Still 'Inky Squid' afterall
Item—Or Jprk
"Miltnn
npvpr fnrpavp
News Item-Dr.
Jack $r\arnr>inn
Sparacino, aa
"Milton never
forgave mp
me for
for rirondroppsychologist, did a survey on high ping a fly ball in the ninth inning to
school and college class reunions and rob him of a no-hit game."
came to the conclusion the difference
"I never know you played baseball
on the high school team."
"I didn't. I was a sandlot game in
Hollis Woods, around the corner from
where I lived."
by Art Buchwald
"But now you own a National Baseball league team. Milton will certainly be impressed with that."
"It won't give him back his no-hit
between people who attended them
and those that did not return wasn't game."
"Well, it's no big deal to me if you
based on the status they hold today,
but the past status they held in school. go or not. I won't know anybody there
"Herman, darling, are you going to anyway."
"You're lucky, I wouldn't want you
your high school's 30th-year reunto meet Gunner Morgan. Every day
ion?"
"Why should I? They'll only start he'd go through my lunch bag and
take out anything that tickled his
calling me 'Inky Squid.' "
"Is that what they called you in fancy. I don't think I ever ate one of
my mother's brownies the whole time
school?"
"Yeh, except for George Hankoff. I was in high school."
"It would be fun to spring on him
He called me 'Squishy Squid.' "
"But that was years ago. You now that you now won 2,150 chocolate chip
own the largest land development cookie franchises in the country."
"Gunner would probably find some
company in the United States.''
"That won't cut any ice with Billy way of taking them away from me."
''Isn't there anybody in the class
Mahler. He'll still step on my foot and
that was nice?"
say it was an accident."
"Fern Haggerty never called me
"You know your're exaggerating.
I'm sure they'd love to see you. After Squid."
''Well, you'll be glad to see her."
all, you're the chairman of the board
"Yeh , but she was built like the
of a Hollywood motion picture company, and you're probably the only Goodyear blimp, and everyone in the
class thought because she didn't call
one who married a movie star."
"Maybe so, but I'll bet you Susan me Squid, there was something serious going on between us. If I see her
Butler still won't dance with me."
at the class reunion and I'm nice to
"Who is Susan BuUer?"
"She was our high school's leading her, they'll think there's still somepom-pom girl. She used to stand on thing going on between us."
"Maybe Fern went on Weight
Bob Markay's shoulders and yell
'DEEEEEEEE FENSE' whenever Watchers. After all, that was 30 years
the other team was threatening to ago. She may be a very beautiful
•core. One time I asked her to go to a woman now.
"If she is, she probably won't talk to
prom with me and she said, T don't
me, and if she does, she'll probably
dance with Inky Squids.' "
"Maybe she'll change her tune call me Squid."
"So I take it you're not going to the
when you arrive at the airport in your
reunion."
private Lear jet."
"Not if Arnie Krasner is going to be
"Milton Stelglitz will just laugh and
say, 'Who would have thought that there."
"All right, what was your
stupid Inky, with his shirttail always
out, would own his own airplane? It relationship with Arnie Krasner?"
"He was my best friend until he told
shows you what a mess this country is
everyone in class I slept on a rubber
really in!"'
"You're making those things up,
Herman. After all. you're probably
the only one in your class who has a Art Buchwald is a columnist (or the
university library named after him." Lot Angeles Times.

by Tim Appel
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time, there was usually one of those
ugly gray school clocks within eyeing
distance.
But when I started to go job-hunting
in late May, I thought that I'd get
myself a nice watch to show any
prospective employer that I was a
responsible person who was not ignorant, or at least to show that I was
smart enough to tell time.
I had an idea of the type of watch I
wanted: a nice silver job, with an
hour, minute and second hand on a
face void of numbers, just slashes.
But the search was not as easy as
that.
My first stop was to a jeweley store,
where I knew they would have the
watch I so desired. Unfortunately,
after looking at all of the stock, I
found that my pocketbook did not
agree with my taste.
After checking the void in my wallet, a salesman came over and asked
if I needed any help. I asked him if the
store had any other watches that
might be somewhat closer to my price
range.
"I'm sorry, but you're already
looking at our budget watches," the
salesman said. "But if you don't have
the entire amount on hand, then we
are willing to negiotiate some kind of
a finance arrangement."
"Oh, like what kind of arrangement
are we talking about here."
"First, you'll be asked to hand over
the title of your car over to us, and
we'll set up a payment schedule for
the next 90 months, in which time
you'll get your car UUe back."
"And what about my first-born
child" I added sarcastically.
"No, that won't be needed in this
case," he said. "We only require a
child for the more expensive
watches."
Next, I stopped off at a discount
store, where I found a beautiful blond
working the watch counter. I told her
the type of watch I wanted, but to no
avail.
"I'm sorry," she said,"but I don't
know anything about the watches. I

A story that writers at the News are
currently working on and a situation
which was recently the focus of a
show aired on network television,
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COMMENTARY
by Rachelle Ashley
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bring up a distressing thought.
The distressing reality presented is
this: any one of us can become a
person living their lives from a bag,
or a person living on the streets;
thankful to be alive today, and wishing we were dead tommorrow. Fursstnermore, don't deny for one minute
that it could happen to you. I suggest
that one take precautions that may
not prevent it from happening, but
can make the probability much less.
Once upon a time, I can remember
parents or grandparents pointing to
bums' on the street and saying,
"Look. That's so-and-so. I used to
know him when we were young.
Somewhere he just didn't listen and
he just went wrong."
Then they'd go on to give you a
lecture about how Poor old George

RESPOND
The BG News Opinion Page is the
campus forum for comments regarding articles in The News or
important issues concerning the
University and its community.
Guest columns from members of
the University community are
gladly accepted. If you would like
to write a 'commentary' column
please contact the editorial editor.
Letters and guest columns
should be typewritten, triplespaced and signed. Your address
and phone number must be included for verification.
Letters to the Editor should not
be longer than 200 words and guest
columns should not be longer than
500 words.
The News reserves the right to
reject letters or portions of letters
that are in bad taste, malicious or
libelous. All submissions are subject to condensation.
Address your comments to:
Editor
The BG News
IOC University Hall

ever need a stopwatch, so I declined.
"How about this gem with the
alarm that plays the entire collection
of the Kingston Trio?"
"Do you have one that plays Earth,
Wind & Fire?"
"I think we're all out of those right
now, but we should be getting a new
order by December."
"That's a little too late. What else
do you have?"
Fie then said "Well, this one is
popular. Along with the time, you can
also play your favorite video game on
That one was a definite no. Though I
put down video games as a pasttime
on my resume, I didn't want to seem
overindulgent.
The clerk wasn't quite sure what to
show next.
"Here we have a very reliable
brand that tells the time, temperature, relative humidity, and the wind
chill factor."

I told him sorry, but I wanted a
silver watch, ana this model was
green with orange flecks.
Finally, he went over to a safe next
to the wall, and after several minutes,
he pulled out a beautiful LCD watch
made of sterling silver and platinium.
The entire thing only as thick aa a
silver dollar.
"Now this watch," be exclaimed,
"is you. This baby is from the James
Bond line. It can tell you when a phone
call comes in, remind you when to
change the oil in the car, and accurately predict what stocks to buy, and
will virtually pay for itself within
three months."
"But what about the time?" I
asked.
He calmly said "Hey, with functions like these, you have to have
priorities."
Tim Appel is a photographer (or The
News.
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Street roamefs no \onger

COMMENTARY
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normally work in the clothing department, but I'm just filling in here
today."
"Well where is the person who
usually works here?"
"Oh, he's filling in for somebody in
automotive."
When I left the store, I didn't buy a
watch there, but the girl did sell me a
nice pair of socks.
By this time. I was sure that my
search was futile. On my way home, I
passed by another discount store, and
deciding to give it the old college try, I
stopped in for one final chance. When
I got to the watch department, I
described what I wanted to the clerk,
but he looked puzzled.
"I don't even know if they make
watches like that anymore," he said.
"But here we have a nice little LCD
piece that not only tells the time, but
is also a stopwatch, and reminds you
of all your dental appointments."
I didn't think that a journalist would

exceptional cases of society

liked the bottle too much, or always
wanted to get something tor nothing,
or maybe he liked the women too
much or some other lesson in true
morality. They'd tell you to watch the
way George walked as he made gestures and swung at the air in front of
him as if fighting an attacker. "Poor
George," you'd think.
But now, the evidence is coming in.
There is too much to be ignored.
Today's bums may have been yesterday's small businessmen, tailors, or
retail buyers.
The bag women of today may have
lived in $4000-a-month penthouses in
exclusive suburbs of metropolitan
meccas. They may have been single
women driving shiny little sports
cars, while they wore whatever was
today's height of fashion. They may
have thought it old-fashioned and
useless to own their own homes, or
stocks, or savings accounts, or to even
think about the fact that tommorrow
would not offer all that was offered
today. They may have bought the
American Dream that told them that
whatever was to be had, could and
should be had today. No matter about
tommorrow. What was it that F. Scott
Fitzgerald said? "Live for today, for
tommorrow you die?"
Well, the unfortunate truth is that

with the advances made in science
and medicine, the chances are highly
likely that you won't die tommorrow.
Then what are you going to do? You
have that shiny little sports car and
all those clothes to pay off. You have
the rent on that apartment overlooking Central Park to pay. The furniture
company says they are going to repossess your furniture. Your doctor says
that you are healthy and that you will
live to see tommorrow. But with all of
your bills, what can you do? The bank
won't give you a loan because you
have no collateral. The solution. Pack
Si your belongings, some of the bacs that you can carry, and hit the
streets.
The streets aren't even what they
used to be. Some young hoods may
come along and taunt you or throw
garbage at you. They may call you
names and pull at your clothes. They
may even try to stab you.
You walk... and walk and walk. You
sit between the buildings and watch
as the people who used to be the kind
of people you associated with drive by
in their new cars and their Giorgio
Armani suits.
You reminisce about the times
when you would have been speeding
along the street just like them.
Slowly, you turn your head to look

down the street. There, a couple of
blocks away, teenagers are changing
buses. They get off the bus that has
brought them from school and they
get onto the one that will take them
You bear the boys talking about the
new clothes, and mopeds, and radios
they just bought. You hear the girls
boasting that they've just gotten the
latest style. You wish that fust one of
them would come and talk to you. You
long to tell them what you would do if
you had just some of your money
Quietly .one girl stands apart from
the rest. She walks in your direction.
She looks at you and smiles. Her eyes
seem to ask how you got this way, how
can she help you, what should she do
to try and prevent becoming what you
have become?
"Learn patience." you tell her.
"Make sure you have something to
fall back upon; something for security. Have some fun for today, but
don't forget to plan for tommorrow.
Then, if tommorrow doesn't get here,
at least you would have prepared for
it"
Rachelle Ashley is editorial editor tor
The News.

Todays news is that Big Brother is happy
In 1964, George Orwell tells of a
time when freedom and individual
thought are scarce commodities subordinate to planned control of minds

COMMENTARY
by Timothy Thompson
■

i

i
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on a mass level. The masses are
apathetic sheep, controlled and directed by the all-seeing shepherd-Big
Brother.
Big Brother knows people. He
knows people have fears, and he
knows people like to vent their fearsand frustrations through anger. So,
Big Brother creates an enemy so that
the people may convert their fears
into hatred. The enemy is so hated
that one of the peoples' most favored
attractions is daily hating; a media
characterization of the enemy at
whom the people scream and jeer
hiding their fear.
People and nations often practice
this tactic of which Big Brother was
so polished: directing their hatreds,
the world as an' us against

them'. If one can hate other people or
nations, then the attention on, or
blame for, one's own situation may be
diverted. Oftentimes team spirit and
nationalistic sentiments are built
around directed hatreds. Not to be
alarmed; it's not likely that governments are paracticing mass mind
control. But it does seem that fear and
hatred are used widely as a unification strategy, whether by governments, organizations, or individuals.
The American auto makers hyped
the "Buy American" rally-aroundthe-Qag campaign for awhile as an
attempt to direct our hatred and express tear of foreign products stealing
our jobs and money. But it seemed a
kind of cheap shot since many of the
parts in American cars are foreignmade. A bumper sticker proclaiming
Buy American' rests on Japanese
Our national leaders use blame
shifting, a must in any pitch for national unity. Vice President Bush,
speaking at the funeral of Soviet Premier Breshnev, expressed hopes that
our countries could now move toward
an agreeable peace. The next day
President Reagan announced a plan

1

for the deployment of MX missiles so
that we might put in check the growing threat of communist Invasion.
Government officials and many others continue to speak of the Russians
as the inherent evil of the earth;
people of the "free world" have a
target, turning fear and uncertainty
into hatred.
Is it that we need someone or something at which to direct our hatred?
Daily there are stories telling us of the
evil that is Communism, stories of the
Russians' latest advance on our ideal
freedom, and stories of imports stealing our jobs and our markets. We are
groomed to bate the enemy, and
many do hate the enemy, and some
like to hate the enemy. Big Brother is

"W-,

problem is not one of governments or business however, it is a
problem of our nature as humans. The
question is whether we should look at
the bad side of things, rationalizing
fears and nurturing hatred-or do we
attempt to see the good side of things,
and grow?
Timothv Thompson Is a graduate
student in communications.
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Admissions policy offers rejected applicants summer enrollment
The 1983 University Guide for Prospective Freshmen requires the applicant to be a graduate of an accredited
senior high school or have earned a
high school equivalency through the
General Education Development
(GED) testing program.

by Deborah L. Casto
reporter

All Ohio residents who meet minimum requirements are accepted to
the University, according to John
Martin, director of admissions.

Other requirements need to be met
to narrow the number of applicants
for fall enrollment

More incoming freshmen apply for
acceptance to the University than
available space allows.

"We take into consideration the
courses taken in high school, the
grades received in Those courses,
class rank and their scores on the
Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) and
the American College Test (ACT),"
Martin said.

"This year we've had 7,900 freshmen applicants for the 3,450 spaces
available," Martin said.

If an applicant cannot meet requirements for fall semester they are not
totally rejected.

"If they (applicants) don't meet the
criterion, they are offered the opportunity to start in summer or spring
semester, or to enroll at the Firelands
campus in Huron," Martin said.

position where we aren't being fair to
all."
Those not accepted for fall enrollment are given the opportunity for
summer enrollment.

Every Ohio resident with a high
school diploma must be accepted to
the University.

The Summer Transition Enrichment Program is designed for those
with college potential who might need
to develop certain skills such as reading, writing and study skills, Martin

"I like to think that we are sensitive
to some circumstances," Martin said.
"We must be fair to all applicants. We
will review all applicants and their
situations, but we can't be put in a

These students may continue in the
fall if they meet requirements.

"We allocate spaces for 80-85 percent of the summer transition students in the fall enrollment," Martin
said.
Students also enter the University
as transfer or transient students, as
older (21 and over) students, as nondegree seeking students, as foreign
students, or as graduate students.
The requirements are the same for
these students. However, the SAT and
the ACT scores are invalid after three
years, Martin said.

Merit pay issue leaves mixed feelings in city school system
implementing a merit pay system in
any school system, he said.
"One of the major difficulties with
merit pay is that it requires some
pretty refined evaluation," he said.
''How can you tell merit quality from
less than merit quality? We cannot
really define what a great teacher is,
and until you define it, you cannot
really say this one is, this one is not,"
he said.
Cummings said he believes the
merit pay controversy might make its
greatest contribution in helping to
define criterion by which a teacher
can be evaluated.
"There is not a lot of hard scientific
research done on the subject," he said
"The best teacher for one kid may
not be the- best teacher for another.
The main ingredient is for the teacher
to show an unconditional positive re-

by Michael D. Towle

staff reporter
To administrators at Bowling
Green City Schools introducing President Reagan's idea of merit pay
would be like separating the wheat
from the chaff. However, some teachers in the local school system think
they would be getting more shaft than
wheat.
01301802"Merit pay increments"
are an increase in salary given to
single out teachers in a school system
who are rated outstanding in several
areas of education.
"I believe in it very strongly. However, I don't think we're about to get
it," Richard Cummings, superintendent of Bowling Green City Schools,
said.
There are obstructions involved in

r

Telephones
and
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gard tor the kid. The kid has to know
that teacher cares.
"But how do you show that on
paper? If we knew, we might be able
to do the stroking. We might be supplying merit pats instead of merit
paychecks, which might be every bit
as productive in the long run," Cummings said.
Stuart Stearns, president of the
Bowling Green Education Association, (the teachers' union) and a biology and anatomy teacher at
Bowling Green Senior High School,
said he believes disadvantages of
merit pay outweigh advantages.
"Merit pay means somebody has to
decide who is the 'master teacher'
and who isn't. That is a very subjective process, and I am not sure that all
the administrators responsible for
making that decision are qualified.

"I think in Bowling Green we have,
for the most part, pretty good administrators, but I'm sure in a lot of
school systems there are not,"
Stearns said.
Cummings said he believes finding
an administrator that could make a
responsible decision would not be
easy.
"Does the administrator have a
positive or negative attitude toward
minority groups? Does the guy dislike
blacks so much that he couldn't admit
a black teacher was as competent as a
white teacher? God help us, there
aren't many people who are consciously going to say 'I'm gonna stick
all those blacks,' but you could have
some of those," Cummings said.
Stearns agreed with Cummings
that defining a teacher as good or bad
is difficult or impossible in a normal
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classroom setting.
"What makes a good teacher? Simply because their classroom is formal
and is strict? Or how about the teacher that has a very informal classroom and will joke with his kids? Both
may be accomplishing a great deal,"
he said.
Quality education is a deceptively
simple concept, according to Stearns,
who believes in a back-to-basics theory. It is a question of getting the
toothpaste back in the tube, he said.
"Education has tried a lot of different things: new math, all the different
sciences and all the different kinds of
things that have come and gone by the
wayside. People kind of jump on the
band wagon.
"I'm afraid that people are going to
jump on the band wagon like they did
then. I'm sure education is moving

toward mediocrity and that needs to
be stopped, but there are some very
good school systems in operation
right now. People think everybody
needs to do this, and everybody
doesn't," Stearns said.
Cummings credits the current lack
of confidence in education to a lack of
resoect for the value of an education.
''When I was an elementary-age
student, if I would read about Abe
Lincoln walking three miles to the
library that would impress me positively," Cummings said.
"I really think most of today's
students would think, 'that dumb ass,
what the hell would he do that for.'
see Merit page six
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Popular after 40 years

Okie musical survives
by Ann Thoreson
reporter

Everyone thought it
would die young, soon after
the first performance, on
its back in the Oklahoma
dust.
But it still survives after
40 years, the Rodgers and
Hammerstein musical
"Oklahoma!" which
opened on Broadway in
1943.
The cast of 45 characters
will lasso audiences into
the unsettled western frontier in Kobacker Hall at the
Moore Musical Arts Center
on July 8,9,11 and 12.
According to Jim Brown,
producer of the University/community production,
''Oklahoma!" was as innovative to the American
public in 1943 as "Cats" is
right now.

gasps from the audience,"
Brown said. Will Parker,
one of the characters, relates to the audience about
Ms Visit to a "burlyque,"
or burlesque theater, a
previously taboo topic in
American theater.
According to George
Sopko, 23, who portrays
Curly, the innocent cowboy
with a bow-legged sway,
"the underlying theme of
'Oklahoma!' is the people's love for their land,
the Oklahoma territory.
"Their identity comes
from the land. That's their
life," Sopko, a vocal music
education graduate of 1982,
who has participated in
University musical productions for the past four
years, said.
In preparation for his
role as Curly, Sopko obtained a curly perm, and
has been practicing a western accent for opening
night.
"I feel like I have Oklahoma!' on the brain," he
said. "I'm very preoccupied with it right now."
The characters themselves in "Oklahoma!" are
verv much preoccupied
with the perennial topic of
love. For senior Sue Sutton's portrayal of Laurey,
the spunky, yet naive

"No one thought it would
succeed," Brown, musical
director of Bowling Green
High School, saJd/*'It was
the first Broadway musical without the chorus girl
kickline. As critic Walter
Winchell said before it
opened on broadway, 'No
legs, no show, no dance.' "
Yet, Brown said, "Oklahoma!" (which was the
first time the composer-lyricist duo Rodgers and
Hammerstein worked together) introduced new elements to American
theater still prevalent today. It marks the first time
a death scene ever appeared on the stage. Dance
and classical ballet for the
first time was integrated
with the plot.
"It also was the first
C'uction which used
which probably got
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twentyish girl, who eventually falls in love with
Curly, her character is
"the epitomy of a hard
working young girl. I envision Laurey as a girl with a
lot of spunk. She likes a
challenge. She's very competitive, but she's very
likeable. Through the
death of Jud Fry (the town
outcast), and her marriage
to Curly, she grows up.
"If I can get that (the
growing up process)
across to the audience, I
think I will have accomplished a lot," Sutton said.
Against the backdrop of
a people's committment to
the frontier spirit, two
lover's triangles are woven
between Ali Hakim, Will
Parker and Ado Annie,
(who principally provide
comic relief), and Laurey,
Curly and Jud Fry. These
conflicts are neatly
straightened out by the finale, of course, according
to the Rodgers & Hammerstein tradition, with a
blend of romantic ballads
and brassy show stoppers.
"The songs further the
plot," Brown said. "They
give us (the audience) better insight into the characters. The songs are not just
musical interludes."

412 E. Wooster St.

352-3551

good with this coupon only
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'Soundies' ancestors to M-TV
in charge of a 900-soundie
collection bought by the
University from a record
store in Springfield, Ohio,
in 1970. The entire collection of soundies was sold to
the University for about
$1000. Today, one soundie
would cost $15-20, according to Schurk.
Schurk said the name
"soundie" is short for the
musical film trade name
that had fallen into a generic terminology. The
soundie was created by

by Dinah Denmark
r/p,
eporter

The Delta Rhythm Boys,
a black quartet, are performing their song, "Give
Me Some Skin" which is
seen as well as heard on
film. Sounds like a world
premier video for M-TV,
though it actually was created in the mid 1940s as a
three minute musical short
known as a "soundie."
William L. Schurk.
sound recording archivist
at the Jerome Library, is

television." The typical
panaram was a five-foot
wooden structure, with a 3by-3 screen, a coin mechanism and projector system.
In the 1940s, the panaram could be found in
dance halls, bowling alleys, bus stations and bars
- much like a jukebox.
Today, the panaram is a
rare item and worth a few
thousand dollars, Schurk
Mid
- Soundlea page «_
ice
five

Samuel Coslow, a musical
composer and entertainer
of the 1920s and '30s. Coslow was also one of the
founders of the Soundies
Corporation.
During the 1940s, these
film shorts were produced
by half a dozen different
companies, but the name
soundie was used by all
companies.
Schurk described the audio-visual machine that
runs the soundies, a panaram, as "an overgrown
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Part of the cast of the city and University production of Oklahoma gather around a prop. They are
(left) Lisa Knoblock — from Bowling Green High School — Laurey in the ballet scene, Audrey
Sujkowskl — from Toledo — a dancer, Larry Kim — a University student — Curly in the ballet scene
and Lor! Bylow — from Toledo — a dancer.
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Sound & Vision

by FaU Miller
entertainment editor

BOB MARLEY * THE
WAELERS - Confrontation (Island)
In the early 70s, Robert
Neata Marley emerged
from the slums of Kingston, Jamaica, to become a
musical performer and
personality of global importance, equalled only by
such renowned figures as
John Lennon, Bob Dylan
and Stevie Wonder. By introducing the hypnotic and
inspirational strains of
reggae music to a pan-cultural audience, he became
the leading figure in propagating the most distinguished and vital musical
tradition since rock and
roll first cracked the cold
war conservatism of the
1950s.
Aside from its evergrowing popularity in this
country, the music's social, religious and political

Marley disc continues 'spirit'; Jones less 'bop'

messages, seductively delivered by lazy, chugging
rhythms, have cultivated
possibly the largest international following for a
single genre of music. The
incontestable fact that
reggae has influenced an
entire generation of white
pop artists such as Eric
Clapton, the Police, Men
At Work and Robert
Palmer, is also too obvious
to go unmentioned. A thriving and ever-widening
spectrum of "roots reggae" artists from Jamaica, Great Britain and
even the United States, can
also trace their heritage
directly to the breakthroughs achieved by Bob
Marley.
Released on the second
anniversary of his death
from cancer (which his
religious beliefs prevented
him from fighting), Confrontation validates and
solidifies Marley's lofty
historical standing. It is a
vibrant, compelling collection of previously wirelessed songs recorded
during the last few years of
his life. The material's ob-

vious quality is gratifying can only speculate, though,
and a bit surprising, con- as to whether any of the
sidering the circumstances material here was reand motives surrounding corded for a new studio
most posthumously re- LP, as little about the artleased records. The exploi- ist's final months have
tative Chances Are, been made public, and recontaining doctored-up re- cording dates are not incording from 1968-1972, cluded in the album's
was released in fact Just packaging.
months after the Jamaican
Credit for much of the
folk hero's passing.
musical character of ConThough lacking the im- frontation must be given to
mediate commercial ap- the Waiters, whose consispeal of such Marley tent contributions to Marstandards as "Jammin,
ley's success has often
"Get Up, Stand Up," "No gone unnoticed. They are
Woman, No Cry" and comprised of Aston Bar"Could This Be Love," rett (bass), Carlton BarConfrontation's 10 tracks rett (drums) and Junior
embody the subtle yet Marvin (guitar). Also lendstirring essence of his most ing invaluable support are
powerful work. As always, his back-up singers, the Ithe music swings in a Threes - Judy Mowatt,
soothing yet prodding Marcia Griffiths and wife
groove, providing the cus- Rita Marley - who have all
tomary forum for the recently achieved individprophet's wisdom to effort- ual acclaim in the reggae
lessly punch through.
community as solo artists.
The intensity and comYet Marley's uncompropleteness of these songs mising vision as a lyricist
attest to the supposition has often transcended the
that they are no mere out- musical innovations he's
takes from the artist's two introduced. Confrontation
final vinyl statements, Sur- is a showcase for the artvival and Uprising. One ist's most potent themes.

Soundies

cones 50'

add value to a classroom
curriculum can make an
appointment to discuss it
with Schurk, who will then
present it to the class.
Schurk said soundies are
excellent audio-visual examples of musical and theatrical styling as well as
sociological norms of the
1940s.
Though he is satisfied
with the soundies collection, Schurk said he would
like to acquire more.
"If we had some money
to transfer the soundies to
videotape, then they could
be viewed by a larger number of people," he said.
The popularity of soundies faded after four or five
years, with none produced
after 1946. The failure of
the soundie was due to lack
of creativity and failure to
capture a large audience
for a long period of time.

According to Schurk, the
soundies were too musical
and did not capture the
eye.
Popularity depended on
how many times people
would pay to hear and
watch a particular band or
performer play a dance
number - after once or
twice, monotony set in
quickly.
Some soundie-performers were Duke Ellington,
Tex Ritter, Liberace, Nat
King Cole and Lawrence
Welk, but due to the time
period, most soundies featured dance bands.

He added that in a reel of
eight three-minute shorts,
black and white performances were kept separate with the exception of
Duke Ellington and Louis
Armstrong.

The finger-snapping
swing and teasing sentimentality
of "Chuck E.'s
In Love'1 made Rickie Lee
Jones an unlikely and often
uncomfortable pop star.
Yet an appreciative public
realized it was high time a
contemporary songstress
broke the mold of mellow
cast by Carly Simon, Carole King, Janis Ian and
Karla Bonoff, and the
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odds and ends actually
gathers strength in its musical cohesion. This is a
quiet, intimate record, a
blend of mostly somber
moods. The delicate piano/voice montage that
was so captivating on
1981's Pirates has, at least
for this project, tossed
aside the jazzy hipster cool
that came close to being
overdone on Jones' first
two releases.
Aside from the inherent
virtues of the tunes themselves, Rickie Lee's eloquently expressive vocals
elicit both enjoyment and
empathy in the listener.
The presentation does not
need to be heart-wrenching
to be heart-felt, not needing to pervert these sultry
emotions.
It is also refreshing and
worth noting that performer and record company could jointly agree to
let a one off project of this
type sneak out of the every-stingy record business
"can" (shelf). Volcano's
low key lack of mass appeal subtracts little from
its undeniable charm.

special offer

NEXUS

"Unlike M-TV, soundies
contained many black performers. However, those
performers were controlled by white productions ana it was quite a
racist situation," Schurk
said.

Jack's Bakery

cover song trappings of
Linda Ronstadt.
Girl At Her Volcano,
Jones' third record, is an
unusual one for several
reasons. Containing seven
songs pressed onto a 10"
disc, it is a little less than
an LP, though considerably more satisfying in
length alone than the rash
of fashionable, maxi-singles, EPs and mini-LPs
now cluttering record store
new release bins.
In contrast to her two
stellar IPs, only two of
these seven tracks are selfpenned. Jones harnesses
the opportunity to display
her versatility by reworking songs from several
eras, including the classic
"Under The Boardwalk,"
Rodgers and Hart's "My
Funny Valentine" (one of
Volcano's pair of songs recorded live), and even Left
Banke's "Walk Away Renee." Also included is her
rendition of Tom Waits'
"Rainbow Sleeves," recorded back in December,
1978.
What on paper sounds
like merely a collection of

with coupon
Braiding Styles Available

ICE CREAM

cones 50'

music."
The IP's only irony appears during "Give
Thanks And Praises," a
simple song of worship in
the faith of Jah, spread
throughout the world by
Marley and the force of
reggae. "If I didn't love/If
Jah didn't love/Would I be
around today."
The man is gone, but
Confrontation reminds one
that the spirit and magic of
Marley as musician/proSihet provides a universal
egacy that only leaves the
growing legion of reggae
fans yearning for more.
RICKIE LEE JONES —
Girl At Her Volcano
(Warner Bros.)

LTip Your ""1
Pizza Driver ■

from page four

The soundie, which is a
16mm film, can be shown
on practically any film
projector. The three-minute films are compiled into
eight subject reels put into
a closed loop system.
The University-owned
soundies are used strictly
for educational purposes,
though not every University student can have access to them. Students
cannot sign them out as
they do records from the
music library, because of
their archival quality.
"Soundies are only available to scholars in special
areas where they can be
used in their studies,"
Schurk said. "We do use
them in classroom presentations - they are shown in
afrroprftfte situations."
Anyone on the University faculty who feels
showing a soundie would

He begins with the goal of
the Rastaman's (a member of Marley's Jamaican
religious sect) pursuit of a
spiritual mecca in "Chant
Down Babylon," which includes this indictful
stanza: "Men see their
dreams and aspirations/Crumble in front of their
face/And all their wicked
intentions/To destroy the
human race."
Marley's long-standing
dream of racial parity is
repeated here on "Blackman Redemption," where
he traces the biblical basis
of his belief in an eventual
African uprising: "Coming
from the root of King David/Through the line of Solomon/His Imperial
Majesty is the power of
authority/Spread out,
spread out."
Indeed Marley's optimism has always been the
crucial element, far surpassing the music's enchanting pulse for stoned
dancers. The message is
expressed here simply and
repeatedly in "Trenchtown:" "We free the people with music, sweet
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BROCHURES. BOOKLETS
POSTERS, RESUMES
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NEWSLETTERS
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your typesetting. Gel next day
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Graphics Ltd. Our Ktgh speed
computerized typesetting
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typesetting system "sets" and
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"play back" Later lor revisions
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University Bookstore
(In The Student Services Building)
Student Services Building

PARKING

AIR CONDITIONING

WELCOME FRESHMEN!

New and Used Textbooks
•SPECIAL ORDER BOOK SERVICE
•CHILDREN'S BOOKS
•BEST SELLERS
•PAPERBACKS
•STUDY AIDS
•MAGAZINES
•CALCULATORS

•COLLEGE SWEATSHIRTS & T-SHIRTS
•ART & SCHOOL SUPPLIES
• FILM & DEVELOPING
•GREETING CARDS
•BGSU IMPRINT ITEMS
•TOILETRIES
•GIFTS
i
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Sports

commentary All-star baseball turns into popularity contest
ky 8Uv« Qulnn
sports reporter

A strange thing has happened to the meaning of
the word Mil-star, and it is
evident in the starting
lineup of tonight's 50th annual All-Star Game between Major League
Baseball's National and
American Leagues at Chicago's Comiskey Park.
Within both starting lineups, there are not enough
true all-stars.
In fact, the two teams
indicate that the game has
become a popularity contest. The fans simply voted
for their favorite players

and forgot these are sea- Brett (third base), Robin
sonal and not career allYount (shortstop) and outstars that are supposed to fielders Jackson, Fred
be chosen.
Lynn, and Dave Winf ield.
Baseball's most recogUnfortunately, the outnized face, Reggie Jackfielders who deserve to be
son, is one example of this
5early dilemma. It was in the starting lineup have
been overlooked by fans.
ackson's popularity and
certainly not his .214 bat- New York Yankee Ken
ting average that placed Griffey and Kansas City
him in tonight's starting Royal Hal McRae have
been among the league's
lineup.
top 10 batters throughout
From a glance at the the season and were not
starters, not many all- only neglected by fans, but
stars can be seen.
by AL manager Harvey
Starting for the AL will
Kuenn, who selected the
be Ted Simmons
remainder of the AL ros(catcher), Rod Carew ter.
Kuenn, however, can not
(first base), Manny Trillo
(second base), George
be blamed. He is required

Merit

from page three

The national value of an
education itself has gone
way down. Teachers are
not hurting as much for a
lack of pay as they are for
a lack of respect," Cummingssaid.
Stearns said, "For the
most part teachers are being unfairly criticized. I
think the report has misled
people into thinking that
very little is going on inside a school, when in fact
there is a great deal going
on.
"I think one thing we
have to remember is that
we use standardized tests
to determine a student's
capability. Using the results, they have determined that education

levels have dropped considerably.
"But 20 years ago, only
60 percent of all high
school-age kids graduated.
Now it's up to 80 percent. A
lot of this could be attributed to the overcrowded
classroom," Stearns said.
"In part it is the teacher's fault," Cummings
said, "although I think everyone should be blamed.
We are grossly underfunded. Last year we operated on a third of a million
dollars less than the state
promised, which brings up
another problem. If we do
implement this merit pay
system, how are we supposed to pay for it? We can
barely pay teachers now."

to select at least one representative from each
team, and because both the
Royals and the Yankees
already had two representatives, Griffey and McRae were not picked. Both
players are legitimate allstars and will probably be
watching the game like
millions of other hardball
fans - on television.
Two other outfielders
who were selected by
Kuenn were Ron Kittle of
the Chicago White Sox, and
former Toledo Mud Hen
Gary Ward, now with the
Minnesota Twins. Kittle
and Ward are currently
number one and two in the

Ozzie Smith (shortstop),
and outfielders Dale Murphy, Andre Dawson and
Tim Raines.
The fans, however, did
overlook a few real all
stars.
St. Louis' George Hendrick and Houston's Ray
Knight, the league's top
two hitters, will be taking
different perspectives of
tonight's game. Hendrick
wuTbe on the bench at the
start of the contest, while
Knight did not make manager Whitey Herzog's reserve team.
Probably the biggest
surprise is how a player
batting a laughable .190 is
starting. Ozzie Smith has

caliber of Detroit's Lou
Whitaker or Minnesota's
John Castino (who Trillo
said he would have picked
to start).
Both Castino and Whitaker have been flirting
with batting averages of
.300 and demonstrate solid
defensive abilities. Whitaker was chosen as a reserve.
A look at the NL proves
that they, once again,
could be the team to heat
due to better fan selection.
Starting for the NL will
be Gary Carter (catcher),
Al Oliver (first base),
Steve Sax (second base),
Mike Schmidt (third base).

by June Remley
editor

I pictured all of us, like
Lenny, the towering imbecile in Steinbeck's Of Mice
and Men, killing a puppy
by forcing too much
clumsy affection upon it,
and eventually breaking
its neck.
I feared that we, college
students, by our large
numbers and appetites,
had killed the romantic
pizza. We had taken its
dignity by over-demand
and reduced it to the status
of the mass-produced hamburger.
A frightening visit to a

Toledo pizza restaurant
convinced me. The lights
were bright and the chairs
hard. The room needed red
checkered tablecloths,
candles and Billy Joel's
"bottle of red, a bottle of
white."
In the kitchen, a lethargic cook plopped the dough
into a machine that flattened it out. He put the
flatten dough in a pan and
spooned on sauce, sausage
and pepperoni, apparently
Eying close attention to a
rge sign cautioning
"Think Portion Control.
Next, the cook placed the
Sri on a slow conveyor
It, which would take the

Freshmen

•Military Science 101*
Introduction to Army
ROTC, Rappelling, Rifle
Marksmanship
-No Obligations,
No Haircuts, No Uniforms

pizza through an oven.
I knew then we'd gone
too far. But had the same
thing happened in Bowling
Green, where pizza is in
even higher demand?
From a look at Pisanello's, (Pagliai's) East and
Myle's, the romantic pizza
exists, at least in theory.
Aside from being a bit
too clean and lacking some
grease, which indicates an
earnest pizzaria, each restaurant does its part to
keep pizza romance alive.
The words "Think portion
control" are nowhere to be
seen at any of the establishments. Nor are conveyor belts, under which
any decent pizza would refuse to cook.
Each pizzaria cooks its
pizzas to order, never putting dough, cheese and
sauce together and refrig-

Inventory
Clearance
Sale
Now in Progress

suming. The automatic rollers are more timeefficient. There's no way
you could do it and still
have the volume (to feed
hordes of hungry college
students on weekends),"
he said.
Up the street at Myles,
516 E. Wooster St., the best
atmosphere is found. Even
in mid-afternoon, the dining area is dimly lighted
with tiffany lamps.
Here, the ancient art of
dough-flipping is also
found. More than simple
showmanship, it stretches
the dough, according to
supervisor Robert Bowley.
Dough is mixed every
night during "prep," except during finals week,
when it is mixed all day,
Bowley said.
In the oven, the ingredients, which looked Tike

erating them until orders
begin to arrive.
East pizza, 440 Court St.,
is cool and quiet The dining area is comfortably
furnished with booths and
tables, but the atmosphere
loses something in the
flash of a video game from
the corner. There is no
sound from the Jukebox,
which is probably dying to
play some Billy Joel.
In the kitchen, automatic
rollers take the place of the
skilled pizzaman's hands.
However, with a flick of his
wrist, manager Richard
Knauss demonstrates that
the art of dough-flipping is
not dead.
Although more fun and
more romantic, dough-flipping is impossible for Friday night rush orders,
according to Knauss.
"It's more time-con-

| MINI—MALL |
| BEAUTY
SALON {
PERMS $20-50.00
(includes Haircut &
Blowdry or Shampoo
&Set)

Stock
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Haircuts $5.25 £
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2 credits
For Details: Call 372-2476
Rm. 151 Memorial Hall
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now serving in
two locations
the fine food and
beverage you can
always expect

Wooster St.

Daily Specials

354-2535
10% Discount For
Pre-Registration Students
must present coupon

Apartments tor 3 or 4 students
near campus
362-7385
Efficiency close to campus ALL
UTILITIES FREE Cal Newtove Management 362-5820

July 6, 1883

Need male • female students to I*
houses 8 apartments-AI near cempua. 3627388

LOST AND FOUND

Our house In the middle ol me street148 Mam/a* need 3 mite* for Fei

Need male 1 female students to tat
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RXJE NEEDED TO AKRON WEEK
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8854 IF GOING TO AKRON.
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352-2595

Across from Campus 2 bdrm upper
duptei FREE HEAT. WATER AND
SEWER Can Nowlove Management
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plastic and rather sickly,
become transformed.
The average pizza has
taken a different turn at
Myles', with ingredients
such as buffalo meat, and
the egg pizza, which is
really scrambled eggs on
pizza. The "food lover's
pizza" contains ingredients sufficient to make it
stand two inches high,
according to Bowley.
Pisanello's, aside from
having the most authentic
name, holds the best location, on 203 N. Main St. It is
shaped like the typical corner pizzaria, long and narrow, and dimly lighted.
At Pisanello's, the romantic pizza is kept alive,
according to Assistant
Manager Paul Bunce.
Dough-flipping lives on.
Automatic rollers save
time, Bunce said, "but that
takes all the fun out of it."
Conveyor belts also save
more time, freeing employees to make more pizzas while the other pizzas
"cook." However, at Pisanello's, "ovenwatchers"
guard the pizzas from too
much heat, according to
Bunce.
Although Pisanello's offers a less imaginative
menu, without buffalo
meat and other exotic ingredients, the truly romantic pizza lover is still
humored.
The "pre-baked" pizza is
lightly cooked and delivered, so the recipient may
freeze it and cook it later in
his own oven, not entrusting it to anyone else.

Mon.-Thur. 10-5:30
Fri. 10-8 Sot. 10-3

1628

one of the weakest bats in
the NL but will be starting
anyway. Is a good defensive shortstop that valuable? Don't count on him
playing too long with reserve Dickie Thon in the
dugout. Thon leads the NL
in base hits.
Hitting is not the only
thing needed to win a
game, but it has been the
key to the NL winning 19 of
the last 20 All-Star Games.
There is a solution to the
popular players being selected. Let the players decide who is and is not an
all-star. After all, they
know each other's abilities
better than any fan.

Romantic pizzas evade mass-production craze

Men and Women
Round out your class
schedule with an
exciting, unique,
informative elective

Mit

runs batted in department
and have maintained batting averages in the .280's.
Griffey and McRae were
not the only league-leading
hitters to be left out of
tonight's showdown. The
powerful bats of Cleveland's Andre Thornton and
Boston's Wade Boggs will
sit idle along withthe potential all-stars themselves.
Credit the fans for a pretty good job in selecting the
AL starting infield, except
for second base. Starter
Trillo may be the most
solid defensive second bagger in the league, but his
batting is not of the all-star

ASSISTANT MANAGER
Aaat Mgr tor Klnko's Copy Cantor
2-4 year business degree preferred.
Salary S840O plus profit snaring 8
sales Incentives Employment begine
871/89 Sand resumes to Klnko's ol
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Kant, OH 44240 Ptl 216-6788068 by 7120/83. AW. B.O.A.M.
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2-4 year rxjemoea degree prelerred
Sahry-SSeOO plus profit sharing 8
sates Incentive*. Employment Dogma
7/26/83 Sand resumes to Kinko's
3113 W Bancroft St Toledo. OH
43808 Ptl. 636-COPYby 7/11/83.
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WEEKEND COUNTER HELP
FOR KINKO'S COPY CENTER
Pan tans position Pick up eppscattOn
al Financial Aid a Student Employ
merit Services Send or drop off al or
to Kmkoe of OMo, Inc 1100 E.
Summit St #8 Kant. OH 44240. Ptl.
216-6788056 by 7/20/83 Attn:
BOCHEirgtoyrrianlbegine 8/1/83
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352-3681
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THURSTON APARTMENTS
EFFICIENCIES AIR CONO. CABLE-VISION. LAUNDRY FACILITIES NOW RENTING FOR SUMMER
8 FALL. 461 THURSTON AVE
CALL 362 5436
1 8 2 bdm turn apts lor Faa Al uta
turn except otoc./gae heel. Close to
campus 352-5238
Top half of house 1/2 block trom
campus 2 bdrm . rvg rm.. kitchen.
bah 8 deck S320/mo. ptua otec
352-2276 days urea 6.30.
VEL-MANOR APARTMENTS
across from Rodgers Lg. 2 bdrm.
apt. tor Fal. Wa accomodale 4 gala
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352-2168
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complete w/ookx TV 8 came
BUCKEYE BUDGET
MOTOR INN
I '40 East Wooster St
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Spare a tow hours once a week
Volunteer at The Wood County Humane Society 352-7338

FOR SALE
18' Stock a Wrato Television Wood
gram metal cabinet, table top or TV
stand style Very good condition'
S80 Cal after 5pm. 352-5678

311 1/2 S Mem Quiet 2 bdrm turn
apt Orey 4 yra Ok). Cat NewBve
lAanagemanl 352-6820
308 Hot! Street Close to campus 2
bdrm turn w'er conditioning FREE
HEAT. WATER. SEWER AND CABLE
TV Washer dryer In buBrtng CM
Newtove MonauoillOU 352-6820
228 S. Coeege: 1 bdrm. turn close
to Campus Washer/dryer on pramlea. FREE HEAT. WATER. SEWER
You pay aghts only CM Newtove
Management 362-6820
1 bdrm unfum apt* QUIET buatSng
Carpeted ..err ccmdtoonkiu
Cal
Newtove Monagemotit 352-5820
Apartment vacant

1-535 5837

